13 May 1957

NOTE TO COLONEL ORDER:

Re: Convair-Lockheed Relationship - 117L and 438L -- Note from General Schriever to Colonel Furhman

A couple of days ago, I asked that you be prepared to clear Schriever to Lockheed, San Francisco area in early July for a series of briefings to be given by Lockheed. Since telling you this, I have received the attached note from Schriever.

Inasmuch as we must have a position on these two items as well as Lockheed, hold yourself in readiness to provide this information when required.

C. H. T.

Handcarried by LTC 15 May 57.

Mr. W. D. R. letter to Lockheed, Sunnyvale, Calif.
Dtd 21 May 57

438L (S 91413, Intelligence Data
Handling System Support
for 117L)